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ung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in men and
the second leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide with approximately 1.2 and 0.6 million deaths, respectively, estimated globally for 2018 [1]. In Israel, lung cancer
is the leading cause of cancer death in men (19.9% and 34.3%
of all cancer deaths in Jewish and Arab Israeli males, respectively) and the third leading cause of cancer deaths in women
(11.4% and 9.0% of all cancer deaths in Jewish and Arab Israeli
females, respectively) [2]. Adenocarcinoma non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) constitutes approximately 40% of all lung cancer cases and is the most common lung cancer subtype in never
smokers [3].
Despite some advances in survival stemming from introduction of multi-agent chemotherapy, survival in NSCLC remained
abysmal until identification of genomic alterations that drive
malignancy and understanding the mechanisms of tumor immune escape led to the development of targeted therapies for
this disease (reviewed in [4]). Indeed, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) treatment guidelines (version
6.2020) recommend screening NSCLC tumors for targetable
mutations via a broad panel-based approach, which is typically
performed with next generation sequencing (NGS) [5]. However, in up to approximately 50% of adenocarcinoma NSCLC
patients, biopsy specimens are insufficient or inadequate to perform this analysis [6-8].
Comprehensive cell-free DNA (cfDNA) analysis (liquid biopsy) could prevent incomplete tissue testing (under genotyping) if the sample quantity is insufficient (or obviate the need for
repeated biopsy to address this issue), and could also provide results in a timelier manner. Gurdant360®CDx (Guardant Health,
Redwood City, CA, USA) is a validated 74-gene cfDNA NGS
panel covering all guidelines-recommended targetable genomic
alterations (i.e.,
mutation,
V600E mutation
,
,
and
fusions,
exon 14 skipping mutation, and the recently added high-level
amplification and
mutations),
mutations (associated with poor survival, reduced response to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and

low probability of overlapping targetable biomarkers), as well
as alterations in over 60 other genes [5,9-13]. The test, in different versions, has been available since 2014, and was approved
in August 2020 by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as a
tool providing information on genomic alterations in multiple
solid tumors and as a companion diagnostics for osimertinib in
metastatic NSCLC (identifying relevant
mutations) [14].
We report on the clinical utility of cfDNA analysis in a prospective case series involving 10 adenocarcinoma NSCLC patients who underwent Guardant360 CDx testing.

This prospective case series included treatment-naïve adenocarcinoma NSCLC patients who underwent cfDNA analysis in
Sheba Medical Center between December 2018 and February
2019.The blood sample was obtained once a pathology report
identified cancer cells in the tumor biopsy specimen, normally
in up to 2 days after the procedure.
The blood sample for cfDNA analysis (Guardant360 CDx) was
conducted by the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
(CLIA)-certified lab at Guardant Health. Information regarding
demographics, treatments, and clinical outcomes were captured
from patient records and analyzed using descriptive statistics.
The study was approved by the institutional review board of
Sheba Medical Center. All participating patients provided written informed consent.

Ten patients were included in this case series. Patient/tumor characteristics are presented in Table 1. The majority of patients were
males (n=6), median age at diagnosis was 70.5 (range 48–87) years,
and 8 were prior smokers. All were diagnosed with stage 4 disease.
All patients underwent biomarker analysis of their biopsy-obtained tissue sample at the local pathology lab as well as
cfDNA analysis (Guardant360 CDx). The median time from
diagnosis to receiving the report on the last biomarker from
the tumor biopsy-obtained sample was 20 (range 9–34) days.
In one case, the biomarker analysis on the tissue sample could
not be performed due to insufficient tumor quantity. The median time from blood draw to receiving the cfDNA findings was
9 (range 7–12) days. In 3 cases, the blood draw for the cfDNA analysis was performed prior to the pathologic diagnosis
and in 7 cases it was performed on the day of/after receiving
the pathologic diagnosis. Of the 9 cases where both tissue and
cfDNA analyses were performed, in 7 cases the cfDNA results
were received before the last biomarker result on the tissue
sample became available. The median difference between receiving the cfDNA analysis result and the last biomarker result
from the biopsy analysis was 20 days (range 9–28).
Summary of the cfDNA findings is presented in Table 2.

Mutation allele frequencies (MAF) varied widely ranging
from 0.1% to 75.7%. Targetable genomic alterations that are
recommended for testing by the NCCN guidelines were identified in four patients. In all four, they were identified by both
the biopsy analysis and the cfDNA analysis (2 cases with
mutations, 1 with
fusion, and 1 with
fusion for whom the biopsy analysis also identified an
mutation, which was not detected in the cfDNA analysis). The
median age of these four patients was 62 years (range 48–72),
which is not statistically significantly different than that of the
remaining six patients (median age 71.5 years, range 69–87).
Also, among the four patients, three had no smoking history in
the prior 20 years, whereas among the remaining six patients,
two had no smoking history in the prior 20 years. The cfDNA analysis identified at least 1 relevant genomic alteration
in all 10 patients (median number of identified alterations,
2.5 [range 1–4]). Some of the cfDNA-detected genomic alterations were not identified by the local pathology lab as no
relevant tests were conducted.
Overall, eight patients received treatment (2 died before
treatment initiation). Three of these eight patients received
biomarker-based treatment (1 osimertinib, 1 alectinib, and

with high MAF. Also, unlike prior reports [15-17], in our cohort, probably due to the small sample size, no association was
observed among
,
, and ROS1 mutations and younger
age at diagnosis or a no-smoking status.
Our findings are consistent with several studies investigating
the clinical practices associated with tissue genotyping and cfDNA analysis. Challenges associated with obtaining enough tissue
for genotyping are exemplified in our case series where for 1 patient (10%), tumor quantity was insufficient for biomarker analysis. This finding is consistent with recent NSCLC studies (one
in the United States and the other in Spain) evaluating real-life
settings, which found that tumor sample tissue was unavailable/
insufficient for genotyping in 8–11% of cases [11,18]. The
findings are also consistent with the recent prospective multicenter NILE study (n=282, treatment-naïve nonsquamous
NSCLC patients) where tissue genotyping identified guideline-recommended biomarkers in 21% of patients whereas
cfDNA analysis identified such biomarkers in 27% of patients
( < 0.0001) [12]. Also, similar to the current case series, all the
biomarkers in the NILE study that were identified via cfDNA
analysis were also identified in the tissue sample. Last, the current
case series is also aligned with the NILE study with respect to the
shorter turnaround time reported for the cfDNA analysis compared
to tissue genotyping (in NILE 9 vs. 15 days, < 0.0001) [12].

This study is limited by its small sample size. Additional analyses involving multiple medical centers and a larger sample size
are warranted and planned.

1 crizotinib). The remaining five patients received immunotherapy (pembrolizumab) plus chemotherapy (carboplatin and
pemetrexed).

This case series represents real-life clinical practice in one
tertiary medical center in Israel and demonstrates the clinical
utility of cfDNA analysis, as the test identified NCCN-defined
actionable biomarkers in concordance with the pathology lab.
Since the cfDNA analysis is broader, additional potentially actionable targets were identified. An added advantage was the
time to results, which was considerably shorter with the cfDNA
analysis compared to the tissue-based analysis.
Interestingly, although all patients in our cohort had stage 4
disease, the MAF in the samples had a wide range (0.1–75.7%)
suggesting that advanced disease is not necessarily associated

These findings are consistent with the growing evidence supporting the clinical utility of cfDNA analysis in adenocarcinoma
NSCLC. cfDNA testing has clinical implications particularly in
an era of expanding number of targetable biomarkers. This testing can offer a complement and possibly an alternative for standard testing with no need for additional biopsies (to obtain sufficient tumor quantity) and with a short turnaround time, which
could be beneficial particularly for frail patients, who may be
unable to undergo additional biopsies or to wait for test results.
Last, the test can be ordered by the pulmonologists who initially
evaluate the patients even before the consultation by the medical
oncologists, thus it might provide additional therapeutic options
even before the pathology results become available.

Virus-host interactions determine cellular entry and
spreading in tissues. Severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the earlier SARSCoV use angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as
a receptor; however, their tissue tropism differs, raising
the possibility that additional host factors are involved.
The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 contains a cleavage
site for the protease furin that is absent from SARSCoV. Cantuti-Castelvetri et al. showed that neuropilin-1
(NRP1), which is known to bind furin-cleaved substrates,
potentiates SARS-CoV-2 infectivity. NRP1 is abundantly

expressed in the respiratory and olfactory epithelium,
with highest expression in endothelial and epithelial cells.
Daly et al. found that the furin-cleaved S1 fragment of
the spike protein binds directly to cell surface NRP1, and
blocking this interaction with a small-molecule inhibitor
or monoclonal antibodies reduced viral infection in cell
culture. Understanding the role of NRP1 in SARS-CoV-2
infection may suggest potential targets for future antiviral
therapeutics.

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is associated with the production of
oligoclonal immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies within the
central nervous system (CNS), but less is known about
the status of IgA-producing cells. Pröbstel and co-authors
detected clonally expanded IgA+ cells in cerebrospinal
fluid and tissue adjacent to areas of active MS-associated
demyelination. Recombinant IgA antibodies assembled

from the cloned antibody genes bound to surface antigens
found on multiple bacterial phyla but did not cross-react
with brain tissue. Recruitment of gut-associated IgA+ B
cells and plasma cells to the CNS is a potential biomarker
of disease activity in MS.

